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Wool and linen, materials from the most sophisticated tradition of carpet manufacturing, mixed in a new way
for a new soft and bright feel. The conventional edge of the carpet, which frames the central field, reinvents
the decoration using the colours of our memory. It is a return to simple and elegant chromatic lines.
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General notes
- Copyright protected
- Any irregularities sholuld not be considered a defect but an element that emphasizes the
distinctiveness of craft work
- A slight variation in colour may occour from dye lot to dye lot
- Variations of +/- 3% on measurements supplied or required are within standard
Dimensions in millimeters and inches. The right to discontinue and make changes is reserved. This information is based on
the latest product information available at the time of printing.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Height fleece: mm 18
Density: 5kg/mq
Gradient border: mm 400
Structure: hand-tufted
75% Mohair Wool - 25% Linen
COLOURS
Grey gradient border_ Green gradient border
MAINTENANCE
Use a good vacuum cleaner, with at least 2000W of power and vacuum against the direction of the pile
CLEANING
Recommended professional cleaning
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Customised carpets are available. Always consider the multiple of 500 mm. The gradient border will be 400 mm.
For larger measurements than 5000 mm test the feasibility and the price with the Molteni&C Sales Office.

DIMENSIONS
3000 x 3000

3000 x 4000

TAED01

TAED02

118 1/8” x 118 1/8”

118 1/8” x 157 1/2”

3000 x 5000

118 1/8” x 196 7/8”

TAED03

Grey gradient border

Green gradient border
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Dimensions in millimeters and inches. The right to discontinue and make changes is reserved. This information is based on
the latest product information available at the time of printing.

